
Design stories

Through a partnership between a place of worship and a local theatre 
group, the shared use of spaces created a viable business model for 
the church to support future capital projects. 

The Place of Worship
Stratford-upon-Avon URC is located in the town centre on a busy street opposite a 
bustling marketplace. Originally built for the Independent church in Stratford, the  
current church on the site dates from 1880 and there is also a church hall. These 
two primary spaces contain a number of secondary spaces formerly used for a  
vestry, meeting rooms and classrooms.

The need for change
The church faced the threat of closure due to low congregation numbers and  
explored various options including leaving their building to merge with a local 
Methodist church. A lucky “meeting of minds” presented the opportunity to bring 
in a local theatre group as a new tenant for the church hall.

Prior to the theatre group’s involvement, the church raised funds to tune of 
£90,000 to improve their provision of new, accessible toilets. This investment 
turned out to be a key factor in making the church hall a viable option for the  
theatre. The underused church hall with its own secure and separate entrance was 
the perfect size for the scale of performance the theatre group wanted to deliver.

Key principles & vision
Understandably, there were some concerns about how the two uses 
of theatre and church would interact and this were carefully  
considered in the reordering project and in the ongoing   
management of the spaces. The church was committed to ensuring 
that the shared identity and uses were reflected in the reordering 
and the relationship between the spaces. 
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Engaging the community 

A spirit of openness and exchange
To realise the shared use of these spaces, the 
church and theatre group ensured that there was 
regular communication and exchange, in an open 
and respectful manner.  
 
Throughout the development of the design  
project, the two groups met frequently to plan and 
address issues, and this spirit continues to inform 
their ongoing management of the spaces.  
Meetings and frequent phone calls established a 
forum where concerns could be aired, and where  
resolutions to problems could be found in a frank 
and honest way. 

Building a solid case for support 
Establishing a regular and reliable income for the 
church from the tenancy of the church hall 
allowed the church to present a solid business 
plan to take to funders to build support for their 
plans to improve different parts of the building - 
work which is still ongoing. 

Stratford Town Trust has been a strong supporter 
and a source of funding for various elements, both 
large and small. 

Ongoing welcome and engagement
The church has welcomed new visitors with open 
arms, with the theatre bringing in people who may 
not have encountered the church otherwise.  
 
The church has tried to make sure they have  
people in attendance at the intervals of theatre 
performances. This has led to many interesting 
and thought provoking conversations; opening 
up questions regarding the identity of the church, 
both now and into the future.  
 
Bringing new people into the church and having 
the opportunity to engage in discussions is an 
important factor for the church.
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Key design features 

Reimagining the church hall
The regular plan of the church hall 
with numerous entry points and 
a good ceiling height for hanging 
lighting and sound equipment  
presented a good starting point for  
transforming the space into a black 
box theatre. 

Following an initial fit-out, the 
theatre group have transformed 
the space incrementally - painting 
it black and installing new fixtures 
including the vibrant red seating, 
which was acquired from the  
nearby Royal Shakespeare  
Company.

Distinctive, shared signage
The design of the internal signage 
for the theatre and the church 
share the same style, which helps 
to create a unified appearance and 
encapsulates the shared identity 
and use of the spaces. This is also 
reflected in the theatre style  
posters in front of the church. 
 
The positioning of signage for the 
box office and other markers for 
the theatre are designed and  
arranged in a way that doesn’t  
impose on the adjacent church 
uses.
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A new pathway to improve  
accessibility
The existing passage to the side  
entrance of the church was a 
roughly laid set of flagstones  
forming a pathway. The flagstones 
were lifted and a flat tarmac path 
was laid with new drainage.  
 
Once this was completed, the  
facility became fully accessible 
and this improvement also made it 
much easier to transport theatre  
equipment and scenery in and out 
of the theatre. 

Opening up the church
To encourage people to gather and 
open up the church to new users, 
a section of pews was removed 
from the back of the nave. One 
of the church elders made a new 
wooden cross using wood from the 
removed pews.  
 
The cross is used to add post-it 
notes displaying the initials of  
possible new church members that 
the congregation have pledged 
to invite to the church. The cross 
exemplifies a renewed spirit of 
outreach and offers a playful and 
vibrant marker.



 
Reflections from Stratford URC Top tips

“This project has been somewhat like a snowball: it had small 
beginnings but with time its size has grown and expanded. It has 
transformed the church from a small inward-looking congregation 
to one which now looks outward to see what else it can do for the 
whole community in Stratford–upon-Avon, and how we can fulfil 
our Christian mission to our neighbours. We have embraced the 
influx of Christians and non-Christians into our premises and this 
has stimulated conversations about who we are and what we do.

We have learnt quite a lot from the Bear Pit theatre group: how 
as a church we can be more ‘professional’ in our projects and our 
working. We have learned the power of advertising ourselves 
and our activities to the town. The fact that we ‘lost’ our biggest 
meeting space to the theatre has meant that we have had to look 
at the main church buildings, how we currently use them and 
what we could do with them in the future. The Church has been 
energised and become more proactive as a result of the original 
project.”

 
Learn more about the Church and theatre: 

www.stratforduponavonurc.co.uk 
www.thebearpit.org.uk

• Think about your purpose before 
you do – the building should serve 
that purpose

• Establish a liaison group to identify 
and address anything that comes 
out of joint working

• Be open to new ideas and dialogue 
–  investigate possibilities

• Think about stages – work with 
what you have, with steps towards 
the new and better

• Be frank and honest with each 
other

• Don’t let negative views stop a 
project in the early stages: listen to 
those opposing it and work to find a 
solution

• Cross-pollinate ideas and skills
• Fundraising can help bring the  

congregation together for a  
particular goal

• A regular tenant provides a  
continuous income that funds other 
projects and creates a sense of  
security and opportunity

Empowering Design Practices is a five year collaborative action research project 
that explores how community-led design can help empower those who look after 
historic places of worship to create more open, vibrant and sustainable places 
that respect and enhance their heritage.  empoweringdesign.net

This is one of a series of stories written by Louise Dredge and Sophia de Sousa 
(The Glass-House Community Led Design) and Stephen Smith (Wright & Wright 
Architects) on behalf of the Empowering Design Practices project. 

Our thanks to Stratford-upon-Avon United Reformed Church for their generosity 
in welcoming our team to their space to learn from their experience of  
undertaking a design project. 
 
© Empowering Design Practices
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